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The Analyst Insight
Workshop
Saturday 15th & Sunday 16th of November 2008
Brisbane Australia
Attend the workshop and get the Analyst Insight DVDs for
FREE!!!
It’s that time of the year again and based on the huge success of the last one, well and
truly time for another Analyst Insight Workshop!
Because of the difficult market we have found ourselves in and to give you the best
chance of extracting the most benefit from attending the workshop, I have decided to
put together packages that I think offers the best value for money I have ever offered
at any previous workshop event.
Last year I had a number of people who wanted to attend the workshop but because of
other commitments or where they lived, were unable to get there. So this year I have
come up with a solution that will give all of you the ability participate in this event no
matter what your situation is.
I regularly have people travel from interstate to attend my workshops, so if you are
considering travelling from interstate, I have deliberately organised the start and finish
time of the workshop to allow many of you to fly in on the morning of the workshop
and require only one night’s accommodation.
So, if attending a Market Insight Pty Ltd workshop is something you have always
wanted to do, consider this email your personal invitation to join me for two days of
excitement and learning where I will outline techniques and methods not commonly
taught to the public.
To learn more about this powerful workshop and the topics covered during the two
day event, simply click on the link below:
http://www.marketinsight.com.au/seminars.php

The Analyst Insight®
Workshop Home Study
Course
Learn how to identify major turning points
and maximise your profits
Filmed just as the 2007 new all time highs were being made, it is a rare opportunity
to see how a professional technical analyst can pick up on key clues and then put
the pieces of the puzzle together to qualify the significance of a new all time high as
it is being made and then attempt look into the murky future to see what may be
coming down the track.
At this workshop, Jason Sidney will teach you a range of powerful trading and
technical analysis techniques. He will also show you how to apply these techniques
to your trading. The workshop will give you the opportunity to learn in detail how
these techniques can be used to identify major turning points in financial markets and
help you to maximize your profit earning potential.
The workshop was recorded as a high quality, “any region” DVD series which will
play in most regions around the world, and includes a workbook with large easy to
read examples for you to study and work through as the course material is explained
and taught in detail throughout the DVD series.
Jason Sidney has become well known for his ability to convey highly technical
information in a way that the average person can use and understand and the major
benefit of the Analyst Insight® Workshop DVD series is you can watch and re-watch
these lessons as many times as you like, giving you the ability to extract the maximum
amount of information contained within the lessons!
To read more about this exciting new DVD home study course simply click on the
following link: http://www.marketinsight.com.au/AnalystInsightHomeStudy.php

THE ANALYST INSIGHT SUBSCRIPTION NEWSLETTER

Now includes bonus video tutorials!!!
If you study the examples in Analyst Insight mentoring newsletter and corresponding
video tutorials you will not only gain new skills but you will also develop greater
confidence in your own trading abilities. Analyst Insight is designed to educate you
by providing the knowledge, skills and confidence to make ongoing informed and
independent investment decisions.
It is NOT a newsletter that gives tips and recommendations, but instead focuses on
teaching techniques and methods using recent market examples and promotes the idea
that hindsight really can become foresight if you learn to see things often enough!
To give subscribers even greater value The Analyst Insight subscription newsletter
now includes online video tutorials expanding on much of the content found within
the newsletter!
This newsletter now gives me the ability to coach you and involve you in a mentoring
program no matter where you live anywhere in the world!
To read more about this exciting new newsletter and to receive a FREE copy of a
previous edition of the new look newsletter, simply click on the link below:
http://www.marketinsight.com.au/AnalystInsight.php

STOCKMARKET MASTER COURSE
Neil Costa was a personal friend and trading mentor of mine, who taught me most of
what I know today about Gann and financial markets. I spent many hours talking
about trading and Gann techniques with him; he was a master trader and educator.
At long last his Stockmarket Master Course is now available for study again, which
gives you the chance to study what I personally believe to be one of the most
comprehensive and highest quality stockmarket investment courses available on the
market today.
The course itself is of high quality containing both written and audio CD lessons
designed to complement each other. As part of the work we did in restoring the course
to its original quality we were also able to locate addition educational material Neil
Costa produced that expands on and will help to improve your comprehension of the
course material. Anyone who study’s this course will know they are learning from a
master!
To learn more about the Stockmarket Master Course simply click on the link below:
http://www.marketmasters.com.au/courses_.html

WARNING REGARDING GENERAL ADVICE:
Please note that the advice contained herein is general advice and is for the purposes
of education only; you are reminded that past performance is no guarantee or reliable
indication of future results. It has not been prepared taking into account your
particular investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs.
You should therefore assess whether the advice is appropriate to your individual
investment objectives, financial situation and particular needs. You should do this
before making an investment decision based on this general advice. You can either
make the assessment yourself or seek the help of a professional adviser.

FINANCIAL SERVICES GUIDE – FSG
As a requirement of the Financial Services Reform Act (FSRA), we are obliged to
provide you with our Financial Services Guide (FSG). Simply click on the link below
to read through our FSG:
http://www.marketinsight.com.au/legal.php

DISCLAIMER:
Market Insight Pty Ltd believes the information provided within the Analyst Insight
newsletter is reliable. While every care has been taken to ensure accuracy, the
information is furnished to recipients, with no warranty as to the completeness and
accuracy of its contents, and on the condition that any errors or omissions shall not be
made the basis for any claim, demand or cause for action. All rights are reserved.
No part of the text contained within Analyst Insight may be reproduced in any form or
by any means without the permission of the author. All information provided by
Market Insight Pty Ltd is for educational purposes only.
Neither Market Insight Pty Ltd, or anyone else involved in the production of the
information found within the Analyst Insight newsletter, will be liable for any
liability, loss or damage directly or indirectly caused, or believed to be caused, by this
information. It should also be noted that prior examples are not indicative of, and have
no bearing or guarantee of the future performance of the techniques outlined within
the Analyst Insight newsletter. The techniques outlined within Analyst Insight may
result in large losses and no assurances are given that you will not incur such losses.
No part of the Analyst Insight newsletter contains specific trading advice, stated or
implied, nor is it an invitation to trade. Traders requiring such advice should contact a
licensed advisor.
Market Insight Pty Ltd and its associates may hold positions in stocks and financial
markets mentioned in this newsletter. By maintaining your subscription to Analyst
Insight, you acknowledge that you understand and accept the contents of this
disclaimer.

